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Modern bike too quiet

Just like your average bike... just without the noise, and the emissions

Need more vroom in your life?
Julie Mok examines the plan
to make a super quiet bike...
a tad more noisy.

coming up inside...

Special O-Week Liftout

Smorgasboard of Goodies^
Everything You’ve Wanted
to Know About SciSoc but
were Afraid to Ask

:: Lamentations of a 3rd year Sci-
ence/Law student
:: Competitions: WIN stuff off us!
:: Aqua Trader: Everything from
Anaerobic Bacteria to Zombies on sale

SciSoc? What’s this SciSoc
thing that you talk about?

SciSoc is the Faculty Society that
represents all Science students at the
University of Sydney. It encourages
greater student participation in
social activities and the running of
the Faculty.

The world’s first hydrogen-
powered bike could be fitted
with an artificial “vroom”
because of worries that its
silence might make it unpopular
and potentially dangerous.

A prototype of the motorbike,
costing up to $8,300 was
recently unveiled in London.

The issue with the “fuel cell”
bike, which produces no
polluting emissions, is that it is
too quiet, prompting safety
concerns that pedestrians and
other traffic may not notice the
bike. But anti-noise campaigners
said they welcomed the
prospect of a motorbike without
the usual deafening roar.

The motorbike, known as an
Emissions Neutral Vehicle (ENV),
has a top speed of 80km/h, a
range of at least 160km and can
run continuously for four hours
before the fuel cell needs
recharging.

However, with a noise emission
equivalent to a PC, motorcycle
enthusiasts thought the
“exhilaration” factor was
missing. “They can add all the
noise they want, it will still lack
the va-va-voom serious

motorcyclists look for,” said Jeff
Stone of the British
Motorcyclists Federation.

Harry Bradbury, chief executive
of the bike’s British
manufacturers Intelligent
Energy, said there would be a
possible option of having low-
level noise for safety reasons,
which could then be switched
off if desired.

The advent of this new
environmentally-friendly
transport device poses as a
prospect of producing mobile
hydrogen energy from a variety
of sources, including crops such
as soya or sugar cane, could
benefit remote communities or

developing countries, where
large electric grids were not
economically viable.
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A touch of TLC can make an animal’s day
Academics in the UK have recently
conducted a study on the feelings of
farm animals. They believe animals
should not be dismissed as simple
automatons - cows take pleasure in
solving problems and sheep can
form deep friendships.

Global representatives attended the
Compassion in World Farming Trust
(CIWF Trust) conference, and
shared ways of exploring the
psychology of animals, as well as
monitoring their suffering and
alleviating their pain. “The study of
animal sentience is one of the most
exciting and important in the whole
of biology,” said Professor Marian
Dawkins, of Oxford University,
reports the BBC.

The idea of animal sentience is often
brushed off as fluffy and sentimental,
not relevant to science or the real
world. However, there is now
growing evidence that indicates
animal minds probably do house
emotions not unlike our own.
Professor Donald Broom, from
Cambridge University, studies the
behaviour of cows.

His team constructed a special pen
which had a lever that, when
pressed, would release the cows
into a field with a bountiful supply of
food rewards.

The researchers found that when the
cows finally “clicked” and worked
out how to press the lever to reach
the food, they showed signs of
delight.

“When they learnt it they showed an
excitement response,” Professor
Broom told the BBC. “Their heart
rates increased and they were more

likely to jump and gallop when they
went down towards the food.
Treating animals with respect isn’t
just a moral obligation according to
the CIWF Trust. For instance, cow
milk productivity rates soared when
cows were spoken to gently rather
than when shouted at or pushed
around.

EDITORIAL:

The all stations to Aqua Regia is running approximately 2 hours late.
We apologise for any inconvenience caused.

Or rather, we apologise for the lots of white space :)

And while we’re apologising, we’ll apologise for the mass emailing
system, which has been sending ugly looking emails. Don’t worry,
won’t happen again!!
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o The mathematical decimal system was introduced in 4BC by the Sumerians of Mesopotamia, to whom the
invention of writing is credited.

o There are more than 20,000 brands of beer

Worldwide, 20,000 brands of beer are brewed brewed in 180 styles, from ales, lagers, pilsner and stouts to bitters,
cream ales and iced beers.

Beer has been a popular beverage for a long time. Babylonian clay tablets show detailed recipes of beer making in
4300 BC. Beer was also brewed by the ancient Chinese, Assyrians and Incas.

Down
1. These contain half the number of
normal chromosome number (7)
3. The term for the appearance of an
organism (9)
5. Fat by another name (5)
6. The organiser in the cell (7)
7. An XY human (3)
9. Bacteria produce these when
growing and multiplying inside the
body (6)
10. SciSoc’s annual formal bash (9)
12. Basic unit of life (4)
14. A form of energy associated with
moving electrons and protons (11)
16. Water absorbing structures (5)
19. Sections of DNA that control the
appearance of a particular feature or
characteristic (5)

2. What life is all about (3)
4. Different forms of a gene (7)
8. Galactose is one (5)
10. Vital fluid transporting medium (5)
11. Female gamete (3)
13. A gene may be dominant or this (9)
15. Four chambered organ (5)
17. A colouring material that turns red in acid solutions and
blue in alkaline solutions (6)
18. A ductile malleable reddish-brown metallic element (6)
20. A SciSoc event that involves fun games and quizzes
(11)
21. Arsenic in symbolic form (2)

Across
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Next issue... how YOU can help!

:: We’re thinking of having a Column 8 style section in the
upcoming Aquas. Send in your weird and wonderful snippets
of uni life that you go through in the first couple of weeks
:: Quotable Quotes: It’s the first couple of weeks back from
uni, and lecturers are bound to be tongue tied. Send them
in!!
:: Articles: Feeling journalistic? Or just bored on the train,
and fiddling with your stylus on your PDA? Write an article,
and the best article submitted during the semester will re-
ceive a $25 prize. No strings attached.

Aqua Trader

Anaerobic bacteria. Comes with free
petri dish in a vacuum sealed container.
Contact Fred for more details. Tel: 1800-
SCISOC, 9-5 any day.

REAL ADVERTISEMENT!!
Nissan Pathfinder. Car for sale

Nissan Pathfinder 1997 (4WD)

· Champagne,
· automatic,
· 3.3L,
· V6,
· 4 doors,
· excellent condition,
· air conditioning,
· power steering,
· power antennae
· 6 months registration,
· Original body like new,
· CD stacker,
· Bull bar & Tow bar & special

shocks (Pedders)
         Call 0422819483

Stuffed Union Logos. Due to change in
Union logo, Union needs to give away
1000 fluffy Union logos. Very cute.
Great as gift to loved one. See http://
www.usydunion.com/

Zombie. Maths lecturer found stunned
on Lvl 8 Carslaw. Quick removal
required. Ph: 9351-1234

Want to place an ad here?Want to place an ad here?Want to place an ad here?Want to place an ad here?Want to place an ad here?

Visit www.sci.soc.usyd.edu.au for more information on how
you can advertise in the Aqua Trader.

Alternatively, ask a friendly SciSoc helper at the O-Week
stand, or at the fortnightly BBQs.

aqua@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au

Keep the emails rolling! Comments? Submissions? Anaerobic bacteria? Send them
in!! We love to hear from you!! :)

{{GFDL}}

INTERFAC SPORTS:


